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ave you ever watched the odometer on your car.
YOlil approach
100,000 mile ?
omelhing bout human mature compel. us 10 watch the odometer roll over. It may be ju. I
a fascination with numbers: Seeing all those nines lime up is rare, and we don't want to
mi s it But it .may al 0 have to do with the feeling of being on the verge of something that
won't com again.
When I look at the new year's calendar. I gel Ute same feeling, We're look.ing at 1999 with
a lot of anticipation. Much is happening in the world. in our indu try, and right here at Gear
Techllology. We have exciting plan for 1999. and we've made changes you should know about.
We've added a new technical editor, Dan Thurman, to our panel of experts. Thurman joins
Robert Errichello, DOli McVittie and Robert E. Smith, who e article , sugge tioasand other
contributions ba ...e been invaluable over the years. Thurman come to u with 35 years of practical experience in gear de ign and manufacturing from hi career at Caterpillar. lnc .• where he
was responsible for gear and pline standards development, design and manufacturing specifications and the development of gear design and. analy is programs. Thurman served on several AGMA and [SO technical committee,
and he was chairman of the SAFJANSI involute
pline committee and the AGMAepi.cyclic
gearing committee. He's a past member of the
AGMAboard of directors. the AGMA ·oundation board of directors and Ihe AGMA Techni cal
DLi ion executive committee. We're confident that his extensive gear knowledge and hi
enthu iasm and eageme
to serve the indu try win be of great benefit to you, our readers.
We're alway \ooking for ways to better serve our readecship .. We have a lot of topics to
cover. and with only .Ix. i ues per year, we often can't get to everything. With that in mind,
we've added a new column" "Revolutions:' to the magazine. We realize that the gear industry
i n't WI formulas and tables, We· ...e created this column 'to give you a selection of lighter, easy
to read feature-type article on the people and technologies of the gear industry. It wiUappear
toward the ftoru of the magazine, and il. will give us a chance to bring you many of (he topics
we can't cover in as much depth with fun feature or technical articles.
We coosethe name "Revoludens" both because we'll be covering breakthrough ideas or
approaches and because the word expres ses (he continual, the mundane. the passage of time. So
we'll be bringing you both the extraordinary and the e\leryday-but alway the interesting.
"Revolution"
won't be stealing space in the magazine from our other editoria; feature .
We'lI continue bringing you the top-notch technical articles jhat have become the staple of
Gear Techn%g)' for nearly 15 years. ]1' anything, we're committed to increasing our editorial
content, Overthe past several years, thi magazine has grown. with tne help ofour advertisers,
from a 48-page publication 10 one that normally run anywhere from 56 to 80 pages. As long
as you continue to let those advertisers know that you value this magazine and tile informanon
we provide, thl trend should continue.
We're also committed to finding new and better way to present the information you need.
One of the areas with the most po sibililie is on theInternet. For example. you can read about
l!he next generation of gear machines and cutting tool .m the magazine. But imagine being able
[0 see the chips flying Mid lihe cutling fluid
praying. at] without having to leave your desk. The
reality of th e experiences is much closer than you think.
In fact, 'Gear Technology i committed to being a pioneer in these areas. In conjunction with
our upcoming 1999 "Show Central" version of A:GMA's Gear Expo, we're already working
with some of our key dvertisers to explore new and exciting way to use this technology.
If any of YOLI have any ideas that w.ill belp us serve you better, we'd like to hear about them.
Drop u an email at people@geartecilllology.com
or call (847) 437-66{)4.
We've a lot in tore for you this year. We hope that you hare our anticipation. So happy new
year. gear indu try. and don't blink. because you might mi s sornediing !hat won't happen again.

Sincerely, Michael Goldstein. Publisher & Editor-in-'
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